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Aviation emissions contribute to the radiative forcing (RF) of climate. Of importance are emissions of
carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), aerosols and their precursors (soot and sulphate), and
increased cloudiness in the form of persistent linear contrails and induced-cirrus cloudiness. The recent
Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) quantiﬁed
aviation’s RF contribution for 2005 based upon 2000 operations data. Aviation has grown strongly over the
past years, despite world-changing events in the early 2000s; the average annual passenger trafﬁc growth
rate was 5.3% yr1 between 2000 and 2007, resulting in an increase of passenger trafﬁc of 38%. Presented
here are updated values of aviation RF for 2005 based upon new operations data that show an increase in
trafﬁc of 22.5%, fuel use of 8.4% and total aviation RF of 14% (excluding induced-cirrus enhancement) over
the period 2000–2005. The lack of physical process models and adequate observational data for aviation-
induced cirrus effects limit conﬁdence in quantifying their RF contribution. Total aviation RF (excluding
induced cirrus) in 2005wasw55mWm2 (23–87mWm2, 90% likelihood range), which was 3.5% (range
1.3–10%, 90% likelihood range) of total anthropogenic forcing. Including estimates for aviation-induced
cirrus RF increases the total aviation RF in 2005–78 mW m2 (38–139 mW m2, 90% likelihood range),
which represents 4.9% of total anthropogenic forcing (2–14%, 90% likelihood range). Future scenarios of
aviation emissions for 2050 that are consistent with IPCC SRES A1 and B2 scenario assumptions have been
presented that show an increase of fuel usage by factors of 2.7–3.9 over 2000. Simpliﬁed calculations of
total aviation RF in 2050 indicate increases by factors of 3.0–4.0 over the 2000 value, representing 4–4.7% of
total RF (excluding induced cirrus). An examination of a range of future technological options shows that
substantive reductions in aviation fuel usage are possible only with the introduction of radical technolo-
gies. Incorporation of aviation into an emissions trading system offers the potential for overall (i.e., beyond
the aviation sector) CO2 emissions reductions. Proposals exist for introduction of such a system at
a European level, but no agreement has been reached at a global level.
 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The interest in aviation’s effects on climate dates back some
decades. For example, literature on the potential effects of contrails
can be traced back as far as the late 1960s and early 1970s (Reinking,
1968; Kuhn, 1970; SMIC, 1971). However, the initial concern over
aviation’s global impacts in the early 1970s was related to potential
stratospheric ozone (O3) depletion from a proposed ﬂeet of civilAll rights reserved.supersonic aircraft (e.g., SMIC,1971), which in the event, was limited
to the Concorde and Tupolev-144.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, research was initiated into the
effects of nitrogen oxide emissions (NOx ¼ NO þ NO2) on the
formation of tropospheric O3 (a greenhouse gas) and to a lesser
extent, contrails, from the current subsonic ﬂeet. The EU AERONOX
and the US SASS projects (Schumann, 1997; Friedl et al., 1997) and
a variety of other research programmes identiﬁed a number of
emissions and effects from aviation, other than those from CO2,
which might inﬂuence climate, including the emission of particles
and the effects of contrails and other aviation-induced cloudiness
(AIC, hereafter). In assessing the potential of anthropogenic activities
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largest fraction of its emissions are injected at aircraft cruise altitudes
of 8–12 km. At these altitudes, the emissions have increased effec-
tiveness to cause chemical and aerosol effects relevant to climate
forcing (e.g., cloud formation and O3 production).
In 1999, one year after a European assessment of the atmospheric
impactofaviation (Brasseuret al.,1998), the IntergovernmentalPanel
on Climate Change (IPCC) published a landmark report, ‘Aviation and
the Global Atmosphere’ (IPCC, 1999), which presented the ﬁrst
comprehensive assessmentof aviation’s impactsonclimateusing the
climate metric ‘radiative forcing’ (Prather et al., 1999). Radiative
forcing (RF) is ameasure of theperturbationof theEarth-atmosphere
energy budget since 1750 (by convention in IPCC usage) resulting
from changes in trace gases and particles in the atmosphere and
other effects such as changed albedo, and is measured in units of
watts per squaremetre (Wm2) at the top of the atmosphere. The RF
components from aviation arise from the following processes:
 emission of CO2, (positive RF);
 emission of NOx (positive RF). This term is the sum of three
component terms: production of tropospheric O3 (positive RF);
a longer-term reduction in ambient methane (CH4) (negative
RF), and a further longer-term small decrease in O3 (negative
RF);
 emissions of H2O (positive RF);
 formation of persistent linear contrails (positive RF);
 aviation-induced cloudiness (AIC; potentially a positive RF);
 emission of sulphate particles (negative RF); and,
 emission of soot particles (positive RF).Fig. 1. Schema showing the principal emissions from aviation operations and the atmosph
changes lead to climate change as measured by temperatures and sea levels, for example.
societal damages. Adapted from Prather et al. (1999) and Wuebbles et al. (2007).These emissions and cloud effects modify the chemical and
particle microphysical properties of the upper atmosphere, result-
ing in changes in RF of the earth’s climate system, which can
potentially lead to climate change impacts and ultimately result in
damage and welfare/ecosystem loss as illustrated in Fig. 1. The IPCC
(1999) report concluded that aviation represents a small but
potentially signiﬁcant and increasing forcing of climate that is
somewhat uncertain in overall magnitude, largely because of its
non-CO2 effects. The IPCC (1999) estimated that aviation repre-
sented 3.5% of the total anthropogenic RF in 1992 (excluding AIC),
which was projected to increase to 5% for a mid-range emission
scenario by 2050.
The RF effects of aviation were re-evaluated quantitatively by
Sausen et al. (2005) for the year 2000, which resulted in a total RF
of 47.8 mW m2 (excluding AIC), which was not dissimilar to that
given by the IPCC (1999) for 1992 trafﬁc (48.5 mW m2, excluding
AIC), despite the increase in trafﬁc over the period 1992–2000.
This was largely the result of more realistic assumptions under-
lying the calculation of contrail RF (which was reduced by more
than a factor of three from 33 mW m2 to 10 mW m2 if 1992
trafﬁc is scaled to 2000) and the improvements over the inter-
vening period to the models that were used to assess NOx impacts.
For AIC, Sausen et al. (2005) adopted the mean estimate of Stordal
et al. (2005) of 30 mW m2, with an uncertainty range of
10–80 mW m2. The upper limit of 80 mW m2 for AIC was twice
that given by IPCC (1999).
More recently, RFs from all the major greenhouse gases and
other effects were reassessed by the IPCC for the Fourth Assessment
Report (AR4) by Working Group one (WGI) for a base year of 2005eric processes that lead to changes in radiative forcing components. Radiative forcing
Climate change creates impacts on human activities and ecosystems and can lead to
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the aviation forcings from Sausen et al. (2005) as fuel scalar data
were not available. Instead, the Sausen et al., 2005 RF values were
adopted as 2005 values, noting that they would likely to be within
10% of the actual 2005 value. IPCC’s Working Group three (WGIII),
in conjunctionwith WGI, estimated that aviation represented 3% of
the total anthropogenic RF in 2005, with an uncertainty range
based on non-aviation forcings of 2–8% (Kahn-Ribeiro et al., 2007).
The uncertainty rangewas set by the background anthropogenic RF
rather than aviation effects, since Sausen et al. (2005) did not report
uncertainties for aviation RF components.
Aviation passenger transport volume in terms of revenue
passenger kilometres (RPK) has continued to grow strongly at an
average rate of 5.2% per annum over the period 1992–2005, despite
world-changing events such as the ﬁrst Gulf War, the World Trade
Center attack and outbreaks of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS) (Fig. 2). Aircraft manufacturers predict that the global civil
ﬂeet may nearly double from w20,500 aircraft in 2006–w40,500
aircraft in 2026 (Airbus, 2007). Meanwhile, because of the strong
growth rate of aviation and the resulting policy interests inmitigating
potential future increases in emissions, climate research has
continued since the IPCC (1999) report with the objective of reducingFig. 2. (Top) Aviation fuel usage beginning in 1940 from Sausen and Schumann (2000)
and extended with data from IEA (2007) and the IPCC Fa1 scenario of Henderson et al.
(1999). The arrows indicate world events that potentially threatened global aviation
use: the oil crises of the 1970s, the Gulf war crisis in the early 1990s, the Asian ﬁnancial
crisis in the late 1990s, the World Trade Center (WTO) attack in 2001 and the global
health crisis brought about by the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS). Also
shown is the growth in air passenger trafﬁc from 1970 to 2007 in billions (1012) of
revenue passenger kilometres (RPK) (near right hand axis) (source: ICAO trafﬁc
statistics from http://www.airlines.org/economics/trafﬁc/WorldþAirlineþTrafﬁc.htm
accessed, 19 Sept. 2007) and the annual change in RPK (far right hand axis (Note
offset zero)) (Bottom) Growth in CO2 emissions in Tg CO2 yr
1 for all anthropogenic
activities and from aviation fuel burn (left hand axis), and the fraction of total
anthropogenic CO2 emissions represented by aviation CO2 emissions (%) (right hand
axis). Note 10 scaling of aviation CO2 emissions.the uncertainties of aviation’s non-CO2 effects, particularly the effects
of linear persistent contrails and AIC.
Whereas it was concluded in the IPCC AR4 WGI report that
aviation’s total RF in 2005 was within 10% of 2000 values because
of slow growth in aviation fuel usage over the 2000–2005 period,
recently available air trafﬁc data from the International Civil Avia-
tion Organization (ICAO) and kerosene fuel sales data from the
International Energy Agency (IEA, 2007) indicate strong increases
in aviation activity and associated CO2 emissions over this period.
These new data provided the initial motivation for the present
study. In the following we recalculate aviation 2005 RFs, assess
uncertainties, provide new illustrative scenarios of 2050 aviation
emissions and RFs, and examine potential mitigation opportunities
afforded by technological improvements and policy-measures.
2. Aviation radiative forcing in the IPCC Fourth
Assessment Report
2.1. Context
The IPCC AR4 WGI remit was to consider total anthropogenic
and natural RFs for 2005, updating estimates for 2000 provided in
the Third Assessment Report (IPCC, 2001). The only RF components
for aviation considered explicitly were persistent linear contrails
and AIC, since other aviation contributions (e.g., CO2, O3/CH4, etc)
were included in data and model calculations that treated these
other effects. The current state of knowledge of contrail and AIC RFs
as assessed by IPCC AR4 and the use of metrics for aviation are
summarized in the following sections.
2.2. Contrail radiative forcing
The IPCCAR4WGIestimate forcontrailRFwasbaseduponthework
of Sausen et al. (2005) and references therein, which reassessed avia-
tion for theyear2000andprovidedabestestimate forpersistent linear
contrails of 10 mW m2. (A ‘best’ estimate is that estimate resulting
from the IPCC assessment process and is usually associated with an
uncertainty following IPCC nomenclature. See the Technical Summary
of IPCC AR4 WGI (p.23) (IPCC, 2007).) This value is approximately
a factor of three smaller than the contrail RF (33mWm2) that Sausen
et al. (2005) obtained for 2000 by scaling the IPCC (1999) ﬁgures. The
smaller estimate arises principally from recalculations of contrail
coverage and space and time dependent optical depths, which have
almost linear effects on the calculation of overall forcing (noting that
contrail RF is the sum of two forcings, infrared and visible radiation,
which have opposite signs). There remain signiﬁcant uncertainties
over contrail coverage and the optical depth of contrails (Schumann,
2005; Forster et al., 2007a). The uncertainties in the contrail coverage
arise from the lack of global observations of contrails and the poorly
known extent of ice-supersaturation in the upper atmosphere. Ice-
supersaturation in the ambient atmosphere along an aircraft ﬂight
track is required for the formation of a persistent contrail. Ice-super-
saturation is only measured locally with instrumental difﬁculty
(e.g., Spichtinger et al., 2003) and estimated with signiﬁcant uncer-
tainty by global atmospheric models, although effort is being
committed to improving this (Tompkins et al., 2007). Theuncertainties
in the optical depth derive from uncertainties in the size distribution,
number concentration, and shape of ice crystals.
2.3. Aviation-induced cirrus cloud radiative forcing
Aviation-induced cirrus cloud cover is thought to arise from two
different mechanisms. The ﬁrst (direct) mechanism is the formation
of persistent linear contrails, which can spread through wind-shear
to form cirrus-like cloud structures, sometimes called contrail-
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limited number of studies have provided estimates of trends in both
contrails andAIC based on satellite data of cloudiness trends (Stordal
et al., 2005; Stubenrauch and Schumann, 2005; Zerefos et al., 2003;
Eleftheratos et al., 2007). The second (indirect) mechanism is the
accumulation in the atmosphere of particles emitted by aircraft at
cruise altitudes, namely those containing black carbon, sulphate and
organic compounds (Ka¨rcher et al., 2000) that may act as cloud
condensation nuclei. Here, the term aviation-induced cloudiness
(AIC) is used to include both these mechanisms. Atmospheric
models have shown that black carbon particles from aircraft could
either increase or decrease the number density of ice crystals in
cirrus, depending on assumptions about the ice nucleation behav-
iour of the atmospheric (non-aircraft) aerosol in cirrus conditions
(Hendricks et al., 2005). A change in the upper-tropospheric ice
nuclei abundance or nucleation efﬁciency can lead to changes in
cirrus cloud properties (Ka¨rcher et al., 2007), including their
frequencyof formation andoptical properties, which in turn changes
the RF contribution of cloudiness in the upper atmosphere.
On the basis of correlation analyses, two studies (Zerefos et al.,
2003; Stordal et al., 2005) attributed observed decadal trends in
cirrus cloud coverage to aviation from spreading linear contrails and
their indirect effect. Both these studies used the International
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) database and derived
cirrus cloud trends for Europe of 1–2% per decade over the last two
decades. A further study using different instrumental remote
measurements provided support for such trends (Stubenrauch and
Schumann, 2005) but not their magnitude, ﬁnding a trend approx-
imately one order of magnitude smaller than those of Zerefos et al.
(2003) and Stordal et al. (2005). Stordal et al. (2005) estimated
a global RF for aviation cirrus with a mean value of 30 mWm2 and
an uncertainty range of 10–80 mW m2, assuming similar optical
properties to very thin cirrus. IPCC AR4 WGI adopted these values
with the caveat that 30mWm2 does not constitute a ‘best estimate’
in the same qualitative sense as other evaluated components of
anthropogenic climate forcing. Nonetheless, 30 mW m2 is in
reasonable agreement with the upper limit value of 1992 aviation-
cirrus forcing of 26 mWm2 estimated by Minnis et al. (2004).
2.4. Climate metrics for comparing emissions from aviation
Radiative forcing is used here, as in previous studies, as the
preferred metric for quantifying the climate impact of aviation at
a given point in time as a result of historical and current emissions.
However, alternative metrics have been discussed for aviation and
other sectors. There has been considerable debate on the subject of
emission equivalences, with Fuglestvedt et al. (2003, in press)
providing comprehensive reviews. The usage of Global Warming
Potentials (GWPs) for aviation non-CO2 emissions was not consid-
ered speciﬁcally by WGI (Forster et al., 2007a), as did Prather et al.
(1999), but were considered in the context of comparing GWPs
from short-lived (e.g., O3) and long-lived species. Nonetheless,
several of the studies reviewed by IPCC AR4 WGI (Forster et al.,
2007a) considered O3 and CH4 changes from aviation NOx (Derwent
et al., 2001; Stevenson et al., 2004; Wild et al., 2001). The difﬁculty
in formulating a robust GWP for aviation NOx emissions was
revealed in that whilst all three aforementioned studies consis-
tently found positive AGWPs for the primary O3 increases and
negative AGWPs for CH4 and secondary O3 decreases, the balance of
these terms was 100 and 130 in two of the studies, and 3 in the
third.
In order to illustrate that aviation has signiﬁcant climate forc-
ings beyond the emission of long-lived greenhouse gases, Prather
et al. (1999) introduced the concept of the Radiative Forcing Index
(RFI), which is the total aviation RF divided by the aviation CO2 RF.However, the RFI is not an emissions multiplier that can be used to
account for aviation’s non-CO2 effects from future emissions. This
was conﬁrmed by IPCC AR4 WGI (Forster et al., 2007a) in noting
that the RFI cannot account for the different atmospheric lifetimes
of the different forcing agents involved, as previously explained by
Wit et al. (2005) and Forster et al. (2006, 2007b). However, no
criticism per se was made of the RFI metric when it is properly
understood and used. IPCC AR4 WGIII (Kahn-Ribeiro et al., 2007)
clearly restated that ‘‘Aviation has a larger impact on radiative
forcing than that from its CO2 forcing alone’’.
The difﬁculties involved in the inclusion of non-CO2 emissions
and effects into policy frameworks have been highlighted by IPCC
AR4 WGIII (Kahn-Ribeiro et al., 2007) and others (e.g., Wit et al.,
2005; Forster et al., 2006, 2007b). Thus far, a suitable metric to put
non-CO2 radiative effects on an equivalent emissions basis to CO2 for
future aviation emissions has not been agreed upon because of the
difﬁculties of treating short-lived species and a long-lived species
such as CO2 in an equivalentmanner. Themetric used to compare the
climate impacts of long-lived GHG emissions under the Kyoto
Protocol is ‘equivalent CO2 emissions’ (i.e., emissions weighted with
a 100-yr time horizon GWP). The equivalent-CO2 emission metric is
a forward-looking metric, calculated for an emission pulse and,
hence, suitable for comparing future emissions in a policy context.
The RFI metric is primarily a backward lookingmetric because it can
only be used correctly with accumulated emissions of CO2 and
therefore is inherently unsuitable as an emissions-equivalency
metric for policy purposes. In terms of non-CO2 effects of aviation,
the best current option may be to employ an additional policy
instrument(s) that would address these effects directly.
3. Updating aviation radiative forcing in 2005
3.1. Aviation trafﬁc and updated aviation fuel use for 2005
Aviation trafﬁc volume is reported, by convention, in RPK. There
have been clear upward trends in both RPK and available seat
kilometres (ASK, a measure of capacity cf. utilization) over decadal
timeframes but also over the period 2000–2005 (see Fig. 2), which
would also imply an increase in fuel usage. As an accurate basis to
update aviation RFs for 2005, recent kerosene fuel sales data for
aviation operations were obtained from the IEA (IEA, 2007). These
data were used to extend and update a time-series of fuel usage
between 1940 and 1995 (Sausen and Schumann, 2000) to 2005.
Global civil air trafﬁc declined in 2001 from 2000 levels in terms of
RPK, after which there was a small recovery in 2002, followed by an
increase ofw2% from 2002 to 2003 (Fig. 2). From 2003 to 2004, there
was an unprecedented increase of 14% and a growth of 8% between
2004 and 2005 such that overall, trafﬁc increased by 22.5% (38%)
between 2000 and 2005 (2007), although there are strong regional
differences (Airbus, 2007). Correspondingly, aviation fuel usage
increased by 8.4% in 2005 over that in 2000 according to IEA statistics.
Various historical and projected aviation global CO2 inventories
are shown in Fig. 3 for 1992–2050, along with IEA and other data. It
is clear from Fig. 3 that the IEA fuel sales data consistently indicate
larger CO2 emissions than implied by ‘bottom-up’ inventories. There
are a number of reasons for this. Firstly, the inventories shown only
estimate civil emissions; military emissions are muchmore difﬁcult
to estimate. Military emissions were calculated to be approximately
11% of the total in 2002 (Eyers et al., 2005), cf. 18% as calculated by
Boeing for 1992 (Henderson et al., 1999). Secondly, the IEA data
include aviation gasoline, as used by small piston-engine aircraft,
but this comprised only <2% of the total in 2000. Thirdly, the
inventories are idealized in terms of missions in that great circle
distances are often assumed and holding patterns are not included,
nor the effect of winds. Finally, some inventories are based only on
Fig. 3. Historical and present-day inventories, and future projections of civil aviation
CO2 emissions from a variety of sources: AERO2K (Eyers et al., 2005); ANCAT/EC2
(Gardner et al., 1998); CONSAVE (Berghof et al., 2005); FAST (Owen and Lee, 2006);
IPCC (IPCC, 1999); NASA (Baughcum et al., 1996, 1998; Sutkus et al., 2001); SAGE (Kim
et al., 2007). The open symbols indicate inventory analysis and the closed symbols
indicate projections. Also shown are the CO2 emissions implied by IEA fuel sales
statistics (IEA, 2007). The IEA data represent the total of civil and military usage
because all kerosene sales are included. The Sausen and Schumann (2000) data are
also based on IEA. The solid (dashed) lines for FAST-A1 (B2) scenarios (evaluated with
the t1 technology option) and the IPCC Fa1 scenario also account for all fuel sales in
order to be consistent with the IEA values ending in 2005. In the ﬁgure legend, the
FAST, CONSAVE, and IPCC symbols are shown in an order that matches the scenario
labels in the parentheses in each case. The IPCC Fa1 data for 1995–2006, the IEA data
and the Sausen and Schumann (2000) data are also shown in Fig. 2. Adapted from
Figure 5.6 of Kahn-Ribeiro et al. (2007).
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uled trafﬁc for the main air trafﬁc regions. These various factors
conspire to systematically underestimate aviation CO2 emissions,
an effect which has been known for some time but still remains
difﬁcult to reconcile. Thus, in RF calculations it is important to use
the total kerosene fuel sales data to calculate CO2 emissions and,
thereby, reﬂect the total impact of all aviation activities.3.2. Modelling methodology for 2005 and 2050 aviation
radiative forcing components
The RF for aviation CO2 is calculated explicitly, whereas other
RFs are calculated either directly or indirectly from fuel data from
base-year reference data frommore complexmodels. The approach
taken to calculate aviation CO2 RF was to ﬁrst calculate the CO2
concentrations attributable to aviation using a carbon-cycle model
and then calculate its RF according to a simple function as recom-
mended by the IPCC Third Assessment Report (Ramaswamy et al.,
2001). The non-CO2 effects are scaled with fuel usage from refer-
ence values calculated with a suite of more complex models, but
account for technological changes affecting emissions and other
non-linear effects (e.g., contrails) as described below.
The model as described by Lim et al. (2007) is an extended
version of a simpliﬁed climate model (SCM) for CO2 and NOx
emissions effects on O3 (Sausen and Schumann, 2000) that is also
used to account for other aviation emissions and effects. The non-
CO2 effects were originally calibrated to the results from IPCC
(1999) for 1992 and 2050, so that the model could be used with
conﬁdence to project forwards in time (its main purpose is to
calculate temperature response, RF being an intermediate step).
Having calibrated the evolution of aviation RFs over time with the
IPCC (1999) results for 1992 and 2050, the model was recalibratedto a base-year of 2000 using the results of Sausen et al. (2005),
which were derived from more complex models.
This scaling approach to calculate future RFs is used here in the
absence of a complete and comprehensive set of RF calculations
from chemical transport models, contrail coverage models and
radiative transfer codes. Such a comprehensive assessment is of
course preferable because of the sensitivities, for example, to
regional effects and changes in climate parameters from non-
aviation sources. The IPCC has accepted a similar approach (see
IPCC AR4 WGI, Meehl et al., 2007) for rapid low-cost computations
of future total RF and temperature response with the MAGICC
model (Wigley, 2004) based on parameterizations that mimic
ensemble results of more complex models (Wigley et al., 2002).
Moreover, IPCC (1999) used a similar approach to scale RFs for
a range of 2050 aviation scenarios from a central set of results
calculated for 2050 with more complex models. Ponater et al.
(2006) used a similar approach to calculate scenarios for hypo-
thetical future liquid hydrogen (LH2) powered ﬂeet of aircraft, as
have Grewe and Stenke (2008) to project RFs from a supersonic
aviation ﬂeet. Similarly, Fuglestvedt et al. (2008) have examined
contributions of the different transportation sectors to global RF
and temperature response with an SCM.
The CO2 RF was calculated using a complete time-series of
aviation fuel data as described above for the period 1940–2005.
Emissions of CO2 from fuel burn were used to calculate CO2 atmo-
spheric concentrations with the simple carbon-cycle model of Has-
selmann et al. (1997). Thismodel is based upon that ofMaier-Reimer
and Hasselmann (1987) and uses a 5-coefﬁcient impulse response
function. Such convolution integral models have their limitations
when compared with more complex carbon-cycle models but they
are considered to work well for small linear perturbations (Caldeira
et al., 2000), such as featured in this work. Background CO2 RFswere
taken fromhistorical data and scenario projections from theMAGICC
model v4.1 (Wigley, 2004), as published in the IPCC Third Assess-
ment Report (IPCC, 2001). The RF contribution of aviation CO2 is then
calculated using the CO2 concentrations attributable to aviation
using the simple function recommended by Ramaswamy et al.
(2001), which originates from Myhre et al. (1998).
The RF reference value for O3 increases from NOx emissions is
based upon a calibration with the ensemble results from more
complex chemical transport models (CTMs) and climate chemistry
models (CCMs) that provided input to Sausen et al. (2005) for 2000,
adjusted by a factor of 1.15 to agree with IEA fuel burn (Prather
et al., 1999). The O3 RFs are projected forward in time using values
of the NOx emission index (EINOx, g NOx kg
1 fuel) from IPCC
(1999). A linear relationship between O3 RF (or O3 burden) with
increases in aircraft NOx emissions at a global scale has been shown
elsewhere to be a good approximation (e.g., IPCC,1999 (Figure 4-3);
Grewe et al., 1999; Rogers et al., 2002; Ko¨hler et al., 2008; and also
for shipping NOx perturbations, Eyring et al., 2007) over the range
of NOx emissions used in these studies. Similarly, the reference
value for the reduction in CH4 RF from NOx is calibrated to the
results of Sausen et al. (2005) for 2000 and scaled to the changes in
O3 RF via EINOx projections. Thus far, potential non-linearities in
the atmospheric chemistry of NOx–O3 production (e.g., Jaegle´ et al.,
1998) have not been clearly exhibited in global models at large
scales. Non-linearities have only clearly been manifested at scales
smaller than the globe (e.g. Rogers et al., 2002).
Reference values for water vapour, SO4 and soot RFs were
calibrated to Sausen et al.’s (2005) values. Future values were scaled
via the respective emission indices from IPCC (1999).
The reference value for the persistent linear contrail RF
was calibrated to the results of Sausen et al. (2005). The RF was
projected forward on the basis of fuel usage (Sausen et al., 1998) but
also incorporated an additional non-linear factor that accounts for
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and ﬂight route development as described by IPCC (1999). Scaling
with fuel usage likely produces an upper limit value because of the
requirement of certain meteorological conditions (ice-supersatu-
ration) and saturation effects (discussed below).
The reference value for AIC RF was calibrated against the results
of Stordal et al. (2005) for 2000 trafﬁc. Projecting AIC RF forwards in
time is problematic as it is unlikely that the AIC RF scales directly
with fuel usage. A better physical basis for scaling both persistent
linear contrails and AIC would be to use reported aircraft trafﬁc
movements (Gierens et al., 1999) and precise climatology for
atmospheric conditions. For linear contrails, however, changes in
the overall propulsive efﬁciency of the aircraft ﬂeet needs to be
accounted for in future cases (Gierens et al., 1999), for which
a movements-based model (rather than fuel-based) has not
currently been established. The potential AIC increase with trafﬁc is
likely to be non-linear, since a given grid cell or area of interest may
saturate with AIC with additional trafﬁc producing no extra AIC.
Currently, there are no adequate physical model estimates of how
various aircraft and external factors will inﬂuence future AIC. In the
absence of such models, AIC is scaled with fuel usage following the
approach of IPCC (1999), noting that this may produce an upper
estimate of future AIC.
3.3. Updated radiative forcing estimates for aviation in 2005
The calculated aviation RFs for 2005 are given in Table 1 using
the methodology outlined in Section 3.2. The table includes results
for air trafﬁc in 1992 (Prather et al., 1999) and 2000 (Sausen et al.,
2005), along with fuel usage and annual emission rates of CO2. The
IPCC AR4 values from WGI and WGIII are shown as the 2000a
values in Table 1.
For completeness, the 2000b values in Table 1 are included as
a variant of the Sausen et al. (2005) RF values (2000a). For the
2000a values, the fuel usage for non-CO2 RFs was calculated with
a bottom-up inventory of aviation fuel. The 2000b values derive
from the more complete IEA fuel estimates, which were not avail-
able at the time. Since this discrepancy was well known and IPCC
(1999) also utilized a scaling factor to account for this, the 2000a
non-CO2 RFs include an upward scaling of 15%. The newly available
IEA data on fuel usage (Fig. 2) shows that this uplift was too small
(by about 8%) in Sausen et al.’s (2005) results. The RF for persistent
linear contrails remains the same in 2000b, since contrail coverage
is normalized to that of regional satellite observations. RF values for
AICwere not scaled in 2000b because of their large uncertainty. The
CO2 RF presented by Sausen et al. (2005) was calculated in a slightly
different way than in the present study; hence, the differenceTable 1
Historical and current-day aviation fuel usage, CO2 annual emissions, and radiative forci
Year Fuel (Tg yr1) CO2 emission
(Tg yr1)
RF (mW m2)a
CO2 O3 CH4
1992 (IPCC, 1999) 160.3 505 18.0 23.0 14.0
2000a (Sausen et al., 2005)b 169.0c 533 25.3 21.9 10.4
2000be 214.3 676 24.5 23.7 11.2
2005 232.4 733 28.0 26.3 12.5
% change (2005–2000b) 8.4% 8.4% 14.0% 11.1% 11.1%
a CO2 RF depends on historical emissions and the carbon-cycle. O3 and CH4 values scale
scaled to fuel. Contrail values scaled to fuel but include factors that account for ﬂeet ave
b RF values are equal to the IPCC AR4 results cited by WGI and WGIII.
c Used for non-CO2 perturbations and then scaled by 1.15 for inefﬁciencies in ﬂight ro
d From Stordal et al. (2005).
e 2000b and 2005 values are updates of 2000a values. 2000b RF values differ from 2000
fuel consumed was greater (from IEA statistics, IEA, 2007).
f Deviations in the relative changes from 8.4% arising from dividing the ﬁgures of thebetween 2000a and 2000b values. The 2005 RFs were scaled from
the 2000b values rather than the 2000a values since it is consistent
to use the same fuel basis in the scaling. In terms of the total RF, it
makes only a small difference, of the order 1%.
The total aviation RF for 2005 is 55 mW m2, excluding AIC,
which is an increase of 14% over that estimated for 2000. This
exceeds the ‘‘within 10%’’ range assumed by IPCC AR4 WGI
(Forster et al., 2007a). The forcings that scaled linearly with fuel
(i.e., water vapour, sulphate and soot aerosols) increased by 8.4%
over the period 2000–2005. The RFs for O3 and CH4 scale somewhat
differently, since a change in emission index is also expected. For
contrails, the percentage increase of 18.2% is a result of not only
changing fuel (the basic proxy, see Sausen et al., 1998) but also
changes in propulsive efﬁciency and routings that result in
increased contrail coverage (see IPCC, 1999, Chapter 3). Thus, the
overall increase of 14% is greater than the 10% bound assumed by
Forster et al. (2007a), who did not have the latest trafﬁc and fuel
data at their disposal.
The magnitude and sign of the updated 2005 aviation RF
components are shown in Fig. 4 with their 90% likelihood range
(see next section for uncertainty analysis), along with the values
assigned by IPCC AR4. Fig. 4 also includes spatial scales of the
component RFs in a format consistent with the IPCC AR4 WGI
results for all anthropogenic forcings (Forster et al., 2007a) and the
level of scientiﬁc understanding (LOSU) ascribed to the various
forcings, which are discussed in the following section. The overall
aviation RF in 2005 of 55 mWm2 (excluding AIC) and 78 mWm2
(including AIC) may be compared with the overall anthropogenic
RFs given by the IPCC (2007), which are reproduced in Fig. 5. The
aviation forcings comprise some 3.5% of total RF (excluding AIC)
and 4.9% of total RF (including AIC).
3.4. Uncertainties in 2005 aviation radiative forcings
Uncertainties for aviation RFs, other than that of CO2, are difﬁ-
cult to quantify. Nevertheless, it is important to understand what
these uncertainties might be, in order to assess the limitations of
the RF estimates and to allow for a comprehensive evaluation of
aviation’s contribution to climate change within a wider policy
framework. Uncertainties are considered from two viewpoints;
ﬁrstly the more subjective LOSU as used in IPCC analyses and
secondly from a more objective viewpoint of assigning numerical
uncertainties using probability distribution functions (PDFs).
Sausen et al. (2005) attributed LOSUs in a three-grade system of
‘good’, ‘fair’ and ‘poor’, where the aviation CO2 RF was ‘good’, AIC
was ‘poor’ and all other forcings ‘fair’. Here, the updated IPCC AR4
uncertainty guidelines have been adopted, utilizing ‘high’,ngs.
H2O Contrails SO4 Soot AIC (low, mean, high) Total (excl. AIC)
1.5 20.0 3.0 3.0 0 (low) 40 (high) 48.5
2.0 10.0 3.5 2.5 10, 30, 80 d 47.8
2.5 10.0 4.4 3.2 10, 30, 80 48.3
2.8 11.8 4.8 3.5 11, 33, 87 55.0
8.4% f 18.2% 8.4% f 8.4% f 14.0%
d to NOx emissions, accounting for changes in EINOx over time. H2O, SO4, soot values
rage propulsive efﬁciency, aircraft size and routing.
uting (see IPCC, 1999, Table 6-1, footnote (a), therein).
a because a different C-Cycle model was used and for non-CO2 RFs, the actual global
2005 and 2000b results are due to rounding errors.
Fig. 4. Radiative forcing components from global aviation as evaluated from preindustrial times until 2005. Bars represent updated best estimates or an estimate in the case of
aviation-induced cloudiness (AIC) as listed in Table 2. IPCC AR4 values are indicated by the white lines in the bars as reported by Forster et al. (2007a). The induced cloudiness (AIC)
estimate includes linear contrails. Numerical values are given on the right for both IPCC AR4 (in parentheses) and updated values. Error bars represent the 90% likelihood range for
each estimate (see text and Tables 2 and 3). The median value of total radiative forcing from aviation is shown with and without AIC. The median values and uncertainties for the
total NOx RF and the two total aviation RFs are calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation (see text). The Total NOx RF is the combination of the CH4 and O3 RF terms, which are also
shown here. The AR4 value noted for the Total NOx term is the sum of the AR4 CH4 and O3 best estimates. Note that the conﬁdence interval for ‘Total NOx’ is due to the assumption
that the RFs from O3 and CH4 are 100% correlated; however, in reality, the correlation is likely to be less than 100% but to an unknown degree (see text). The geographic spatial scale
of the radiative forcing from each component and the level of scientiﬁc understanding (LOSU) are also shown on the right.
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low’ are not evaluated for a range (but see below).
A LOSU of high is assigned to CO2, consistent with Sausen et al.
(2005). We depart from Sausen et al. (2005) by attributing a LOSU
for O3 and CH4 of medium-low. This is because recent assessments
of the effect of aircraft NOx on O3 and CH4 forcings from a GWP
emission pulse in CTMs/CCMs, or a sustained emission approach,
have revealed larger discrepancies between models than might
have been expected from a conventional pseudo steady-state
simulation (Forster et al., 2007a; Fuglestvedt et al., in press). LOSUs
of low are assigned to water vapour, sulphate aerosol, soot aerosol
and contrails for a variety of reasons: most importantly, there are
few assessments of water vapour, sulphate and soot RFs. Addi-
tionally for soot, the emissions index is only poorly known. For
contrails, the LOSU remains low since there is a paucity of obser-
vational data of contrail coverage with which global coverage can
be normalized. In addition, satellites have difﬁculty discriminating
between visible and sub-visible contrails and assessing the optical
thickness, which almost linearly affects the forcing calculation
(Meerko¨tter et al., 1999). A LOSU of very low is assigned to AIC,
which is somewhat in contradiction to the evaluation scheme setout by Forster et al. (2007a) in that a range is given here. However,
this has been done since the original authors (Stordal et al., 2005)
provided a range. Overall, a LOSU of low is assigned to total aviation
RF, principally because of the non-CO2 factors that represent at
least 50% of the total RF.
The assessment of uncertainty within IPCC reports has become
more rigorous over the years (e.g., Box TS-1 of IPCC AR4WGI, 2007).
RF uncertainties have been primarily based upon the range of
values derived from different published studies, with a subjective
assessment as to howmuch of the overall likely range is covered by
available studies. The assessment of persistent linear contrails and
net anthropogenic RF in Forster et al. (2007a) gave best estimates
and 90% likelihoods for their RFs. Insufﬁcient knowledge meant
that it was not possible to quote a 90% likelihood range or best
estimate for AIC, but rather a possible range was given, based upon
Sausen et al. (2005), who adopted the values of Stordal et al. (2005).
In handling uncertainties of aviation RFs, IPCC (1999) gave 67%
likelihood ranges for all the RFs except AIC. For AIC there was no
best estimate reported and hence no likelihood range possible.
Uncertainties used in this work are given in Tables 2 and 3 and
shown in Figs. 4 and 6. The approach follows Forster et al. (2007a)
Fig. 5. Radiative forcing from anthropogenic activities and natural (solar) changes as evaluated from preindustrial times to 2005. The geographic spatial scale of the radiative forcing
from each component and the level of scientiﬁc understanding (LOSU) are also shown on the right. Adapted from Figure SPM.2 of IPCC (2007).
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component were assigned and a Monte Carlo routine used to
calculate a discrete PDF for the net anthropogenic radiative forcing.
This approach to uncertainties is similar to that outlined by Boucher
and Haywood (2001). The assigned uncertainties are associated
with the model evaluation of each component forcing and do not
include uncertainties in the underlying fuel usage. The median
values and 90% likelihood ranges (high/low) of the assumed
distributions for each aviation RF component and for the Monte
Carlo PDFs are given in Table 2. The distribution widths for linear
contrails, AIC and non-aviation (total anthropogenic CO2) forcings
are based on AR4 values. For the other aviation RFs, widths used in
the IPCC (1999) report were adopted with the exception of water
vapour. The minimumwater vapour RF of zero given by IPCC (1999)
would not be possible to represent within a lognormal distribution
framework; therefore a near-zero minimum forcing was chosen to
provide a lognormal distribution (see Table 2). The fractional RF
values make use of the PDF of net anthropogenic RF from
Figure 2.20b of Forster et al. (2007a) (note that this excludes AIC but
includes linear contrails).
Monte Carlo samplings (one-million random points) of the PDFs
were used to combine uncertainties in order to estimate both the
total RF from aviation, its fractional contribution to the total
anthropogenic RF, and the 90% likelihood ranges associated withTable 2
Best estimates and high/low limits of the 90% likelihood ranges for aviation RF compon
Forster et al. (2007a).
Aviation RFs
RF (mW m2) CO2 O3 CH4 Total NOx (O3 þ CH4) H2O
2005 best estimatea 28.0 26.3 12.5 12.6 2.8
2005 low 15.2 8.4 2.1 3.8 0.39
2005 high 40.8 82.3 76.2 15.7 20.3
Distribution type Normal Lognorm. Lognorm. Discrete pdf Logno
Notes: Estimates of aviation uncertainty based on IPCC (1999) except for linear contrails
IPCC (1999) used 67% uncertainty ranges compared to the 90% likelihood ranges used here
a Values from Table 1.each value. The different RF terms are assumed to be independent
(uncorrelated) except those of O3 and CH4, as discussed below. The
results are given in Table 3 and shown in Figs. 4 and 6. The
uncertainties expressed as 90% likelihood ranges are consistent
with the IPCC (2007) approach. In IPCC language (see Technical
Summary; IPCC, 2007) the RF is ‘‘very likely’’ to be within this
quoted range.
The model estimates of the O3 and CH4 RF uncertainties are
assumed to be linked and compensatory (i.e., if the O3 RF is more
positive than expected, the CH4 RF would be more negative than
expected). This is justiﬁed because the CH4 change is directly
inﬂuenced by the earlier O3 change. As an intermediate step in
combining uncertainties, the O3 and CH4 RF terms were combined
to form a ‘Total NOx’ term with a separate Monte Carlo sampling.
The Total NOx term in Table 2 and Fig. 4 has a median value of
12.6 mW m2 with a 90% conﬁdence range of 3.8–15.7 mW m2
and is considered a best estimate for the Total NOx RF. While the
median value is close to the difference between the O3 and CH4 best
estimates, the likelihood range is signiﬁcantly smaller than either
the O3 or CH4 range. In this case theMonte Carlo sampling assumed
100% correlation between the terms. IPCC (1999) notes that the
uncertainties of these terms are highly correlated. If the correlation
is reduced to 50% (0%), the median values changes only slightly to
12.5 (11.6) mWm2 whilst the likelihood range increases to28 toents derived in this paper and for the total CO2 RF and net anthropogenic RF from
Anthropogenic RFs
Contrails SO4 Soot AIC Total CO2 Total (excl. AIC)
11.8 4.8 3.4 33 1660 1600
5.4 0.79 0.56 12.5 1490 600
25.6 29.3 20.7 86.7 1830 2400
rm. Lognorm. Lognorm. Lognorm. Lognorm. Normal Discrete PDF
and AIC which employ uncertainty estimates from IPCC AR4 WGI (2007). Note that
. Non-aviation RFs and their uncertainty are taken directly from Forster et al. (2007a).
Table 3
Aviation non-CO2 and total aviation RFs and their fraction of total anthropogenic RFs.
Aviation non-CO2
RF (mW m2)
Total aviation
RF (mW m2)
Total aviation RF as
percentage of total
anthropogenic RF
No AIC With AIC No AIC With AIC CO2 only No AIC With AIC
2005 median 27 49 55 78 1.6% 3.5% 4.9%
2005 low 2.6 13 23 38 0.8% 1.3% 2.0%
2005 high 57 110 87 139 2.3% 10% 14%
Notes: Results for PDFs derived from a Monte Carlo model (see text for details).
High/low values give 90% likelihood range.
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the other independent RF terms in the Monte Carlo samplings to
calculate the total and fractional aviation RF values in Table 3 and
Figs. 4 and 6. It is important to acknowledge that the O3 and CH4
forcings underlying the Total NOx forcing term do not balance each
other out on local scales and hence some features of the climate
impact of NOx emissions cannot be derived from only the global
mean Total NOx forcing.
The 100% correlation of the O3 and CH4 RF terms assumed here
may not be fully justiﬁed. For example, some errors in the radiative
forcing calculation of O3 would be roughly independent of those in
CH4 radiative forcing. A correlation of less than 100% increases the
uncertainty in the total aviation RF derived here as noted above.
However, the estimated uncertainties in the underlying O3 and CH4
RF terms are likely to be overestimates because they have not been
updated from IPPC (1999) and hence do not reﬂect the increased
skill of contemporary CTMs and CCMs (e.g., Fiore et al., 2008;
Stevenson et al., 2006). Thus, a 100% correlation is a reasonable
compromise until a newmulti-model evaluation of the response to
aviation NOx emissions is undertaken. We also note that in calcu-
lations of the response to aviation NOx, the O3 RF increase and CH4
RF decrease cancel to a large extent in the global mean, but do not
cancel geographically because their the regional RF patterns are
very different (cf. Prather et al., 1999, their Figs. 6-9). The RF fromO3
is concentrated in the Northern Hemisphere while the RF from CH4
exhibits a more homogeneous pattern (similar to that of CO2)
because of their differing lifetimes.
The RF estimate of AIC includes a component due to linear
contrails (Forster et al., 2007a). As a consequence, when AIC is
included in the total aviation RF, linear contrails are not separately
added. Note also that the net anthropogenic RF from Figure 2.20b of
Forster et al. (2007a) does not include AIC. Hence, AIC is added (and
linear contrails removed) to the Monte Carlo model of net anthro-
pogenic RF when fractions are calculated in the present study.
An implicit assumption in the use of theMonte Carlomodel here
is that uncertainties in the RF terms other than NOx and O3 are
entirely independent. However, the short-lived non-cloud forcings
from aerosol species and water vapour are likely to exhibit a degree
of correlation and modelling studies typically employ similar
relationships between their emissions of forcing precursors.
Accounting for these additional correlations is likely to reduce the
overall uncertainty range. However, the degree of correlation is
difﬁcult to estimate as these RFs are so dependent on the location of
their emission source and this dependence is largely species
speciﬁc. We therefore chose to ignore this compensatory effect in
our analyses but acknowledge that our uncertainty ranges could be
overly large because of this omission.
Table 3 and Fig. 6 provide separate RF results for the CO2 and
non-CO2 terms along with total aviation for several cases and
results for the aviation total as a fraction of total anthropogenic RF.
Fig. 4 shows a summary of the RF best estimates for each compo-
nent except AIC, the median values of the PDFs for the totals withand without AIC, and error bars in each case denoting the 90%
likelihood range. The total RF from aviation in 2005 excluding AIC is
55 mWm2 and very likely (90% likelihood) to be within the range
of 23–87 mWm2. Including AIC increases the total to 78 mWm2
and the very likely (90% likelihood) range to 38–139 mWm2. The
larger range results from the larger likelihood range for the AIC RF.
As a fractional contribution, aviation CO2 RF is responsible for
1.6% (0.8–2.3%, 90% likelihood range) of the total global anthropo-
genic CO2 RF in 2005.With AIC excluded, the net RF from aviation is
responsible for 3.5% (2–10%, 90% likelihood range) of the total
anthropogenic RF. Including AIC increases the net RF from aviation
to 4.9% (2–14%, 90% likelihood range) of the total anthropogenic RF.
Thus, an aviation contribution larger than 14% is very unlikely (less
than 5% probable).
Fig. 6 shows the PDFs for the aviation RF for CO2 alone, the group
of non-CO2 terms and the total along with the PDF of the contri-
bution of aviation CO2 and total aviation RF as a percentage of total
anthropogenic forcing. These analyses have been performed
including (upper two panels, A, B) and excluding (middle two
panels, C, D) the AIC contribution. The lower-most panel (E) shows
the PDF of total anthropogenic RF with and without AIC that is used
in the Monte Carlo calculations. Typically, the CO2 components
have a narrow distribution, reﬂecting the smaller uncertainties. The
non-CO2 components (excluding AIC) have a broader distribution,
reﬂecting the larger uncertainties which dominate the shape of the
total PDF (see panel A). When AIC is also combined with the other
non-CO2 PDFs, a much broader range results in the total aviation RF.
The total anthropogenic PDF has a much broader distribution than
any of the aviation PDFs, which is a result of the larger inherent
uncertainties, arising mostly from the direct and indirect aerosol
effects (see Forster et al., 2007a).
An additional uncertainty that is omitted in this study, but one
that could be added to the results in Tables 2 and 3 and Fig. 6, is that
associated with emission scenarios. Uncertainty in the historical
fuel usage affects all the RF components reported here because CO2
concentrations are directly derived from fuel use and other terms
are scaled to fuel use. The uncertainty would not apply uniformly
because CO2 forcing depends more strongly on historical emissions
because of its long atmospheric lifetime, whereas the non-CO2
components have shorter lifetimes and hence depend upon current
fuel use rates. In addition, contrail and cloud forcings might not
scale uniformly with fuel use uncertainty if, for example, the
uncertainties had regional dependencies.
4. Aviation climate forcings: 2050 projections
4.1. Aviation emissions projections up to 2050
Whilst the 2005 aviation RF is relatively modest (3.5% of the
total anthropogenic forcing, excluding AIC), the projected strong
growth in trafﬁc will result in larger future forcings unless the
emissions from the ﬂeet are reduced. Forecasts from ICAO and
industry (FESG, 1998; Airbus, 2007) suggest trafﬁc growth (RPK)
rates of the order 4.5–6% yr1 over the next 20 years or so, such that
passenger trafﬁc is expected to double every 15 years. Future
projections are generally categorized as either a forecast at around
2020–2025 that generally assumes some likely extrapolation of
trafﬁc and technology, or as a scenario for 2050 requiring some
plausible trafﬁc and technology projections.
Global aviation emissions of CO2 were previously calculated by
the Forecasting and Economic Support Group (FESG) of ICAO for the
IPCC Special Report (1999) by using forecasts of trafﬁc and emis-
sions to 2015 from a base year of 1992 and thereafter by applying
a model of the relationship between global RPK and global GDP
(which exhibit a strong relationship at this level of aggregation) to
Fig. 6. Probability distribution functions (PDFs) for aviation and total anthropogenic radiative forcings (RFs) based on the results in Tables 2 and 3. All aviation RFs are from the
updated 2005 emission values derived in this study. Uncertainties are expressed by a distribution about the best-estimate value that is normal for CO2 and lognormal for all other
components. A one-million point Monte Carlo simulation run was used to calculate all PDFs. PDFs of aviation RFs excluding (including) aviation-induced cloudiness (AIC) are shown
in Panels A and B (C and D). Panels A and C: PDFs for aviation CO2 and sum of non-CO2 RF components, and the total aviation RF. Panels B and D: aviation CO2 and total aviation RFs
as a percentage of the total anthropogenic RF (Panel E). Each PDF is normalized to unity over the interval noted in parentheses in the vertical axis label. The numbers in parentheses
in each panel legend are the median values of the corresponding PDFs. See text for further details.
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of GDP data is available, amodel of the historical relationship allows
an extrapolation of future global RPK estimates. Previously, the
FESG (1998) used GDP data from the IPCC IS92 scenarios; speciﬁ-
cally, IS92a, IS92c, and IS92e, representing mid, low and high
growth rates, respectively (Henderson et al., 1999). These scenario
results for civil aviation emissions in 2050 ranged from
800 Tg CO2 yr
1 (low ‘Fc’) through 1440 Tg CO2 yr1 (mid ‘Fa’) to
2302 (high ‘Fe’) Tg CO2 yr
1 (Fig. 3).For the present study, future emissions were calculated with
a sophisticated global aviation inventory model, FAST (Lee et al.,
2005), by using external data for RPK and GDP projections to 2050
(Owen and Lee, 2006). Each aircraft type in the FAST model is
deﬁned by seat-capacity banding, so that RPK data could be used to
determine the necessary size of the global ﬂeet and its subsequent
emissions by incorporating future projections of fuel efﬁciency.
The approach accounted for projected changes in technology using
a ‘trafﬁc efﬁciency’ concept (i.e., RPK kg1 fuel (Henderson et al.,
D.S. Lee et al. / Atmospheric Environment 43 (2009) 3520–353735301999)) that relates emissions to RPK for different aircraft types and
allows aggregation at the ﬂeet level. The approach allowed the
modelling of the improvements from incorporating more fuel-
efﬁcient aircraft into the ﬂeet. Regional forecasts of RPK to 2020
were used from ICAO/FESG to calculate emissions in 2005, 2010,
2015, and 2020. After 2020, global RPK projections to 2050 were
calculated using a non-linear Verhulst function with the IPCC
Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) global domestic
product (GDP) projections, A1 and B2 (IPCC, 2000), to calculate
emissions for 2030, 2040, and 2050 in a similar manner to Hen-
derson et al. (1999). These SRES scenarios, designated here as FAST-
A1 and FAST-B2, were chosen because they were the ‘baselines’
against which assessments of mitigation were undertaken by the
IPCC within WGIII for AR4. The overall growth of aviation in
scenario B2 is not greatly dissimilar to that of the mid-range IPCC
(1999) scenario, Fa1, and the A1 scenario is likewise similar to the
upper-range IPCC (1999) scenario, Fe1. The FAST-A1 and FAST-B2
results are shown in Fig. 3 along with other earlier projections. The
FAST-A1 and FAST-B2 scenarios include a scaling by a ﬁxed amount
of 64 Tg fuel yr1, respectively, in order to be consistent with IEA
fuel sales data up to 2005 (Fig. 3). This amount represents the
average difference between 1990 and 2000 data from a bottom-up
inventory of aviation emissions (Lee et al., 2005), excluding military
emissions and IAE data on fuel sales data.
The FAST-A1 and FAST-B2 scenarios are further differentiated by
two technology factors (‘t1’ and ‘t2’) that refer to different
assumptions of future NOx emissions, as previously described by
IPCC (1999). The technology1 (t1) assumption, a base case, is that
advances in airframe and engine technology will be typical and
market-driven. The technology2 (t2) assumption is that more
emphasis will be placed on reducing NOx levels to the slight detri-
ment of CO2 emission levels (see Henderson et al. (1999) for details).
However, for the results presented here, the aviation forcings have
been calculated against the relevant overall background scenarios,
in contrast to the IPCC (1999) which calculated aviation-oriented
variants (IS92a, c, e) against the same background scenario (IS92a).
4.2. Aviation radiative forcing estimates for 2050
The RF estimates for 2020 and 2050 scenarios are given in Table
4 and shown in Fig. 7. The future best estimates are derived from
2005 values given in Tables 1 and 2 using the scaling methodology
described in Section 3.2. No best estimates are available for future
AIC because of the LOSU of ‘very low’ in 2005. This is indicated in
Fig. 7 with dashed lines displaying the scaled AIC values. Atmo-
spheric models are not able to calculate AIC effects becauseTable 4
Aviation fuel usage, CO2 emissions and RFs for 2020 and 2050.
Year/study a Fuel
(Tg yr1)
CO2 emission
(Tg yr1)
RF (mW m2)
CO2 O3 CH4 H2O Contrails SO4
2020 336.0 1060 40.8 40.6 19.2 4.0 20.2 
2050 A1t1 816.0 2573 76.3 109.8 52.0 9.7 55.4 1
2050 A1t2 844.9 2665 77.7 85.3 40.4 10.0 55.4 1
2050 B2t1 568.8 1794 73.3 76.5 36.3 6.7 37.2 1
2050 B2t2 588.9 1857 74.5 59.4 28.2 7.0 37.2 1
a All projections and scenarios are based on (Owen and Lee, 2006), see also (Kahn-Ribei
of number of aircraft and size, and then use methods similar to Henderson et al. (1999) t
tradeoffs between NOx and CO2 emissions for more aggressive NOx reduction scenarios. T
projections and ‘t1’ and ‘t2’ refer to two levels of NOx technology as described by Hende
b AIC is scaled to fuel usage in the absence of a more suitable metric, as was done simil
cloud cover but there are currently no means by which the threshold for this can be det
c Note that totals in all cases exclude AIC. The ranges given here are not PDFs but rather
total RFs were derived fromMAGICC v4.1 (Wigley, 2004). The percentage contributions giv
range in brackets was derived using other emissions according to the main ‘families’ of SRE
A1T-Message, A1F1-MiniCAM and; B2-Message, B2-AIM, B2-ASF, B2-Image, B2-MiniCAMconstraints on the physical processes involved are poorly known.
Instead, the AIC values given in Table 4 are linearly scaled to fuel
usage using the 2005 value as a reference in the absence of a more
suitable metric, as was done similarly by Prather et al. (1999).
However, it is likely that increases in AIC RF with additional air
trafﬁc in a given region saturate at some threshold level of addi-
tional cloud cover. There is currently no means by which this
threshold can be inferred or calculated. Thus, linear scaling
produces AIC RF values that are likely to represent the upper limits
of those that would actually occur.
The increased trafﬁc projected by 2020 and 2050 results in
increased emissions and RF, despite the assumed technological
improvements in the ﬂeet. This is an expected result, consistentwith
IPCC (1999), since technological improvements tend to enter the
ﬂeet at a rate driven by its slow turnover of aircraft, a consequence of
their long utilization lifetimes, which are of the order 25 years. In
2020, only one estimate of RF is given, since this is based upon an
ICAOﬂeet forecast (rather than a scenario). In this case, the RF total is
84mWm2 (excluding AIC), a factor of 1.75 greater than in 2000 (or
1.5  2005 RF). For 2050, two main SRES storyline scenarios have
been followed; A1 and B2, with two technology variants (t1, t2), one
of which emphasizes NOx reduction to the detriment of CO2 emis-
sions (see IPCC, 1999, Chapters 7 and 9). The total RF for these
scenarios is in the range 183–194 mW m2 (A1/t2  A1/t1) and
146–154 mW m2 (B2/t2  B2/t1), which are factors of approxi-
mately 4 and 3 times greater than total aviation RF in 2000.
The 2050 aviation RF estimates are scaled from total fuel
scenarios. Similarly, IPCC (1999) scaled a range of 2050 scenario
results from two core resultswith geographical patterns of emissions.
The error introduced into the IPCC (1999) results was of the order
w9% based on a comparison of the results from the two gridded
scenarios with linear scaling. Such geographical variation has not yet
been estimated for our future scenarios, the subject of ongoing work.
These estimates of 2050 aviation RFs also ignore the effects of climate
change, e.g. changed water vapour or temperatures. Assessment of
the impacts of e.g. water vapour on OH concentrations (e.g., Johnson
et al., 1999) and temperature/water vapour on contrail formation
(e.g., Marquart et al., 2003) is limited andmore extensive and detailed
workwould be required to include such factors. The available studies
indicate that increased water vapour and temperatures would tend
to decrease the estimated impacts.
We note that there are uncertainties introduced into the 2050
RF values by the methodologies employed, described in detail in
Section 3.2, since we have used simpliﬁed methods to reproduce
results from more complex process-based models for linear
contrails and NOx-induced O3 and CH4 RF perturbations. In the casePercentage Contribution to
total RF (excl. AIC)c
soot AIC b (low, mean high) Total (excl. AIC)
7.0 5.0 16, 47, 125 84.4
6.9 12.1 38, 114, 305 194.4 4.7 (3.4–5.2)
7.5 12.5 39, 118, 315 183.0 4.4 (3.2–4.9)
1.8 8.4 27, 80, 212 154.2 4.2 (3.7–4.2)
2.2 8.7 27, 82, 220 146.5 4.0 (3.5–4.0)
ro et al., 2007), which account for ICAO predictions of the global ﬂeet to 2020 in terms
o project RPK to 2050, which includes projected changes in ﬂeet fuel efﬁciency and
he nomenclature ‘A1’ and ‘B2’ refers to consistency with two of the IPCC SRES GDP
rson et al. (1999). Results are also shown in Fig. 7.
arly by IPCC (1999). However, it is likely that saturation effects occur with additional
ermined or calibrated.
ranges based on different SRES scenario variants from different models. Background
en are for illustrative or marker scenarios of SRES (here, A1B-AIM; B2-Message). The
S scenarios (here, A1B-AIM, A1-ASF, A1-Image, A1-Message, A1-MiniCAM, A1T-AIM,
, B2Hi-MiniCAM).
Fig. 7. Aviation RF components for 2005, 2020 forecast and 2050 scenarios A1(t1), A1(t2), B1(t1), and B1(t2) as listed in Table 4. The total aviation RFs as shown by the red bars and
numerically on the left do not include estimated induced-cirrus (AIC) RFs.
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AIC, no process-based model currently exists that is described in
the literature. A complete assessment of future aviation effects that
encompasses a suite and ensemble of appropriate process-based
models is preferable but would require an international effort on
the scale of an IPCC assessment or similar large-scale project.
5. Mitigation technologies and strategies
The AR4 WGIII report addressed a number of issues relating to
transport, including aviation: its current status and future trends,
mitigation technologies and strategies, the mitigation potential
until 2030, and policies and measures. The interest in mitigation of
aviation climate forcing will continue to grow in response to
increasing conﬁdence in the projections of signiﬁcant anthropo-
genic climate change. The primary focus of IPCC AR4 WGIII’s eval-
uation of emissions and mitigation potential was with respect to
CO2, but non-CO2 effects were clearly identiﬁed as being important.
5.1. Mitigation technologies and strategies
Improving the fuel efﬁciency of aircraft is a major area of tech-
nological research and development, since it directly improves
airlines’ direct operating costs. Technological improvements usually
involve aerodynamic changes, weight reductions, more fuel-
efﬁcient engines, and increased operational efﬁciency. Currently, no
fuel-efﬁciency standards have been adopted within the industry.
Improving engine fuel efﬁciency through design changes
requires testing to ensure compliance with safety and reliability
requirements. Moreover, tradeoffs between noise and emissions
(NOx, HCs, CO, soot) performance also need to be considered.
Engineering and environmental performance tradeoffs often
impose constraints on the improvements being sought. Fuel efﬁ-
ciency can be improved through the use of higher pressure ratios in
engines, although this development route can increase combustor
temperatures and push material design limits beyond current
thermal capabilities and impact upon other emissions (principally
NOx but also soot), which imposes design and performance chal-
lenges. Other developments, such as gearing the drive to the enginefan (from which most of the engine’s thrust is derived) to optimize
its speed differently from its driving turbine, may also assist
emissions reductions in the future.
Whilst fuel efﬁciency of jet aircraft has been estimated to be
improved by more than 60% over the past 40 years (i.e., since the
introduction of the Boeing B707-120 aircraft) in terms of emissions
of CO2 per passenger km (IPCC, 1999), many of these improvements
have come from step changes in technology (e.g., turbojet-to-ﬁrst-
generation turbofan engines such as those on B707/B727 and B747-
100 aircraft and ﬁrst-to-second-generation turbofans, e.g. those on
B777 aircraft and its variants). Some efﬁciency gains have also come
about through improved airframe aerodynamics and material
changes that have reduced weight. In the near term, it is envisaged
that most of the further improvements will be brought about
through increased usage of lightweight materials. In the longer-
term, IPCC AR4 WGIII considered that more radical designs such as
blended wing body and unducted-propfan engine aircraft (a large
open-rotor blade) would be required to realise further step-change
improvements (Kahn-Ribeiro et al., 2007).
Alternative fuels to kerosene may offer some advantages in the
longer-term. In terms of non-C fuels, it seems that liquid hydrogen
(LH2) is the only real alternative in prospect. Usage of LH2 would
require much larger airframe storage capacity, which would add
weight and drag to conventional airframes. Critically, the produc-
tion of the LH2 fuel would need to be carbon-neutral (i.e., energy
from renewable resources) in order for it to offer real advantages
over kerosene in mitigating and minimizing the future climate
impacts of aviation operations. There is consensus that develop-
ment of such technologies is at least a decade or more away and
most likely will only be pursued if there is a more general move to
a hydrogen-based fuel economy. Hydrogen powered aircraft would
produce more contrails than kerosene-powered aircraft because of
increased water vapour emissions, which could potentially produce
contrails that have a smaller optical depth than conventional
contrails. Therefore, the beneﬁt in terms of total RF of using LH2 fuel
would only become apparent a few decades after introduction of
this alternative fuel (Marquart et al., 2001; Ponater et al., 2006).
Biofuels may also offer some advantages if they can be developed
economically and in compliance with the exacting performance and
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2008). However, there are fundamental questions of the economic
and ecological viability of producing signiﬁcant quantities of bio-
fuels, which are likely to ﬁnd more practical uptake and usage in
other transport sectors (Kahn-Ribeiro et al., 2007). In addition, there
are increasing concerns over land-usage conﬂicts between food and
fuel production in developing nations (Wardle, 2003).
Air trafﬁc management and different operational practices hold
some prospect for reductions in fuel usage or mitigation of envi-
ronmental effects of aviation. The most obvious reductions in fuel
usage might come about from an improved air trafﬁc management
system that would better optimize cruise altitudes through reduced
vertical separation minimum (RVSM) and reduced delays and
holding patterns on arrival. A EUROCONTROL study (Jelinek et al.,
2002) showed that the introduction of RVSM over Europe might
result in a reduction in fuel burn and CO2 emissions of 1.6–2.3% over
the prior conditions. However, it should be stressed that optimizing
the air trafﬁc management system is a one-off saving and not one
that could be incrementally further improved upon.
Non-CO2 effects may also be reduced by changing cruise alti-
tudes. Parametric modelling studies (Fichter et al., 2005; Grewe
et al., 2002; Gauss et al., 2006) indicate that effects from contrails
and O3 can generally be reduced by lowering overall cruise alti-
tudes. These studies did not propose implementing blanket
reductions in cruise altitudes on a global basis but rather simply
tested the hypothesis of a reduced effect via a parametric study.
Mannstein et al. (2005) suggested that only minor tactical changes
of altitude would be necessary on real ﬂights to avoid ice-super-
saturated regions, should suitable data become available on this
parameter that would allow ﬂight-by-ﬂight prediction of contrail
formation. However, their analysis was based on only one region
with the majority of layers being w510 m (with a standard devia-
tion of 600 m) – in many regions cirrus clouds form over layers
1–2 km think, so that generalizations in the absence of better
statistics of supersaturated regions are premature. However, there
are tradeoffs that need to be considered in that reductions in cruise
altitudes would incur a fuel burn penalty which is not straightfor-
ward to quantify, since the RF effects of CO2 emitted on a particular
ﬂight are longer lasting than those of a contrail formed during the
same ﬂight (Wit et al., 2005; Forster et al., 2006, 2007b).
Lowering ﬂight speeds could also yield signiﬁcant fuel savings if
engines and airframes were re-designed to realise such beneﬁts (such
beneﬁts could not be realised by lowering speeds of current aircraft).
The technology for this already exists and unducted-propfan engines
that aremore fuel efﬁcient than turbofan engines at the lower speed to
which they are limited could be developed further. However, there are
disadvantages in terms of increased noise and possibly decreased
passenger comfort as cruise altitudes would be reduced over those
currently employed for conventional jet-engine aircraft.Fig. 8. Aviation efﬁciency data for 1970–2007: passenger load factor (%) (left hand
axis) and RPK and ASK per unit fuel burn (right hand axis), source ICAO.5.2. Mitigation potential
IPCC AR4 WGIII (Kahn-Ribeiro et al., 2007) examined the miti-
gation potential that might be possible by 2030. Five cases were
examined using the ICAO-FESG ﬂeet forecast (ICAO/FESG, 2003) to
project future growth and composition including:
1. growth but no technology change;
2. technology changes at 2005 to be ‘best available technology’
and speciﬁc Airbus A380 and Boeing B787 technologies;
3. an overall ﬂeet fuel-efﬁciency improvement of 1.3% yr1 to
2010, 1% yr1 to 2020 and 0.5% yr1 thereafter based upon
Greene (1992) – this was assumed to be a reference case;4. an advanced technology case brought about by regulatory
pressures that yielded a further 0.5% yr1 fuel efﬁciency from
2005 on derived from cost estimates (43); and lastly,
5. a case similar to (4) but yielding a further 1% fuel efﬁciency per
year from 2005 on.
The percentage changes estimated in global emissions of CO2 in
2030 over the reference (case 3) were: increases of 29% and 11.9%
(cases 1 and 2) and decreases of 11.8 and 22.2% (cases 4 and 5). For
all cases, CO2 emissions increase in 2030 over 2002 levels by factors
ranging from 3.29 (case 1) down to 1.98 (case 5).
It is important to note that the above analysis is somewhat
rudimentary and not fully self consistent since the fuel efﬁciency
trend of 1.3% yr1 in the reference case (3) of Greene (1992) already
assumes changes in ﬂeet composition (i.e., aircraft size) and
introduction of advanced technologies post 2000 such as blended
wing body aircraft, laminar ﬂow control and unducted propfans.
Clearly, more work needs to be done on the historical gains in fuel
efﬁciency and how this might be realistically projected forward but
the IPCC (1999) study suggests indicative values. A signiﬁcant factor
in limiting CO2 growth from aviation over the past 15 years or so
has been load factor, which has increased from 68% (1989) to 76%
(2006) as a global average (see Fig. 8).
In all the above cases studied, it is envisaged that demand-driven
growth of civil aviation will outstrip fuel-efﬁciency improvements,
from all sources, as was also made clear by IPCC (1999).
5.3. Policies and measures
The mitigation policies and measures considered by IPCC AR4
WGIII (Kahn-Ribeiro et al., 2007) across the range of transport
modes included:
 land use and transport planning;
 taxation and pricing;
 regulatory and operational instruments;
 fuel economy standards;
 transport demand management;
 non-climate policies that inﬂuence greenhouse gas emissions;
 co-beneﬁts and ancillary measures.
For aviation, economic instruments have been the main policy-
measures that have been considered. Kerosene taxation remains an
Table 5
Aviation emissions of CO2 (annual and cumulative) for 2005, 2020 and 2050 from
IEA data and projections made in this work as Tg CO2 yr
1. The nomenclature ‘A1’
and ‘B2’ for 2050 scenarios refers to consistency with two of the IPCC SRES GDP
projections and ‘t1’ and ‘t2’refers to two levels of NOx technology as described by
IPCC (1999).
Year/scenario Fuel
(Tg yr1)
CO2 emission
(Tg CO2 yr
1)
CO2 cumulative emission
since 1940 (Pg CO2)
2005 232.4 733 21.3
2020 336.0 1060 34.6
2050 A1t1 816.0 2573 86.9
2050 A1t2 844.9 2665 88.2
2050 B2t1 568.8 1794 76.5
2050 B2t2 588.9 1857 77.7
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caused some disagreement between some ICAO Member States,
although the European Union (the EU) regards taxation as a viable
mitigation option. It is considered likely that an introduction of
taxation at a regional level would bring about competitive distor-
tions (Resource Analysis, 1999), although some states impose local
taxation on fuel but use the revenues for aviation infrastructure
developments. Others have examined the potential impacts of an
en route emissions charge (Wit and Dings, 2002) and concluded
that if it were applied in a non-discriminatorymanner that it would
not make a signiﬁcant impact on competition between European
and non-European carriers. Most studies of this type on taxation or
charges conclude that emissions savings are made from reductions
in demand. This contrasts with a study for ICAO-CAEP on the
impact of an open emission trading system that found that demand
was reduced by only 1% over a base case.
Since Article 2.2. of the Kyoto Protocol speciﬁes that ‘reducing or
limiting emissions’ of CO2 from aviation should be done through
ICAO,market-based options have been discussedwithin that forum.
However, consensus at the global level through ICAO on the intro-
duction or use of economic instruments has not been reached thus
far. As a result, the European Commission (EC) has embarked upon
the development of a climate policy for CO2 – emissions trading –
that includes international aviation. The EC presented proposals in
2006 on the development of an emissions trading scheme that will
bring aviation within the existing trading scheme within Europe.
This proposal was controversially discussed between the EC, the
European Parliament and the European Council, and in 2008,
resulted in a compromise, according to which all ﬂights within the
EU and all ﬂights to/from European airports will be covered from
2012 onwards, and the emissions will be capped at average levels
over the period 2004–2006. A model analysis projects an emissions
reduction of 46% over a base case by 2020, mainly through the
purchase of allowances from other sectors and emissions savings
made elsewhere (EC, 2006). Recently, at the General Assembly of
ICAO in September, 2007, market-based options for controlling
emissions of aviation CO2 were discussed. ICAO has endorsed the
concept of an open, voluntary emission trading system but has not
initiated such a system. In response to the proposal of the European
Commission to include non-European carriers arriving or departing
at European airports into the European Emissions Trading Scheme,
the 2007 General Assembly of ICAO urged Member States not to
apply an emissions trading system on another state’s airlines
‘‘except on the basis of mutual agreement between those States’’. In
response to this Assembly Resolution, all 42 European Member
States of ICAO entered a formal reservation and stated that they did
not intend to be bound by it (ICAO, 2007).
6. Discussion
6.1. Aviation fuel consumption and CO2 emissions in context
Emissions of CO2 from aviation represented 2.5% of total fossil
fuel emissions of CO2 in 2005, using statistics from the Carbon
Dioxide Information Analysis Center (Marland et al., 2008). This
fraction peaked in 2000 at 2.7% (676 Tg CO2 yr
1) but subsequently
fell as a result of events affecting aviation post 2000 but is starting
to increase once more as a fraction of the total annual fossil fuel
emissions of CO2 (see Fig. 2). By comparison, annual emission rates
in 2000 for global road transport, global shipping, and aviation
were 4114 Tg CO2 yr
1 (Eyring et al., 2005), 784 Tg CO2 yr1 (Buhaug
et al., 2008), and aviation 676 Tg CO2 yr
1 (this work, from IEA
data), respectively. As a consequence, 12% of transportation
emissions of CO2 were from aviation and 21% of total fossil fuel
emissions of CO2 were from the total transportation sector in 2000.Total anthropogenic emissions of CO2 have been increasing at
ever greater rates over the period 1990–2004: the rate of increase
was 1.1% yr1 for the period 1990–1999 and 3% yr1 for the period
2000–2004 (Raupach et al., 2007) (see Fig. 2). If similar periods are
considered for aviation, its CO2 emissions increased at an average
rate of 1.8% yr1 for the period 1990–1999, and for the period
2000–2004 the rate of increase was slightly less at 1.6% yr1 (see
Fig. 2). However, this latter period was one in which aviation
emission rates both declined and increased again for sectoral-
speciﬁc reasons. If the period 2000–2005 is considered, aviation
emissions of CO2 increased at a rate of 2.1% yr
1, mirroring the
growth in total anthropogenic CO2 emission rates over time.
The CO2 RF from aviation or any other CO2 source depends upon
its accumulation in the atmosphere. To a ﬁrst order, the atmo-
spheric CO2 concentration is a result of the integrated emissions
over time. The integrated CO2 emissions from aviation are given in
Table 5. From 1940 to 2005, the integral is 21.3 Pg CO2, which
represents 2.1% of the emissions of fossil fuel CO2 over that period,
or 1.8% of the emissions of fossil fuel CO2 since 1750 using the data
of Marland et al. (2008). The cumulative emissions of aviation CO2
over the period 1940 through to 2050 for the various aviation
scenarios examined here are also given in Table 5. The cumulative
emissions are comparable amongst the 2050 scenarios whereas the
CO2 emission rates for 2050 differ signiﬁcantly, thereby explaining
why the resultant CO2 RFs for aviation in 2050 do not differ greatly.6.2. Aviation trafﬁc efﬁciency
The efﬁciency of aviation is improving but year-on-year emis-
sion rates are nonetheless increasing. If the trends in RPK (see
Fig. 2) and ASK are examined it is clear that average load factors are
increasing (Fig. 8). Also, ASK and RPK per unit fuel burn are
increasing over time (Fig. 8), so that it is clear that the transport
efﬁciency of global aviation is improving. This improvement has
several factors underlying it that are difﬁcult to disentangle and
attribute. In general, trafﬁc efﬁciency of the global aviation ﬂeet is
affected by load factor, system efﬁciency of operations (delays,
routing etc.), improved technology, rate of ﬂeet renewal and
average size of aircraft.
Passenger load factors are at a historical maximum and further
signiﬁcant improvements are unlikely (Fig. 8) (Airbus, 2007).
Considering ﬂeet renewal brings in the complexity of the rate at
which new technology enters the ﬂeet and older aircraft are retired.
The combined rate manifests itself as the average age of the global
ﬂeet, which is declining for passenger transport but generally
increasing for freighter aircraft (Airbus, pers. comm.). Freighter
aircraft were only 8% of the global ﬂeet in 2006 (Airbus, 2007) but it
should be noted that most freight is carried in the holds of passenger
aircraft. Load factors for freight carried in passenger aircraft are not
usually available because of the commercially sensitive nature of the
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offers further opportunities for improvement in trafﬁc efﬁciency.
Average aircraft size has also increased over the years both for
regional (<100 seats) and larger (>100 seats) aircraft (Airbus, 2007)
(Fig. 9). All these factors together tend to improve the efﬁciency of air
trafﬁc in terms of RPK (kg fuel)1. The efﬁciency of the air transport
infrastructure is the only factor that tends to oppose overall trafﬁc
efﬁciency; there have been increases in delays which are symp-
tomatic of infrastructural congestion which tends to decrease fuel
and trafﬁc efﬁciencies.What this complex picture shows, however, is
that recent improvements have not come from better technology
alone (i.e., newer and more fuel-efﬁcient aircraft), but rather from
a number of factors that affect the composition of the global civil
aviation ﬂeet in terms of size, age and utilization rate.6.3. Impacts of aviation on climate – prospects for the future
As has been shown previously by the IPCC (1999) report,
a number of other assessments and this work, the climate impacts
from aviation do not arise from its CO2 emissions alone but also from
other associated emissions and effects. These non-CO2 effects in
terms of RF were approximately equal to the CO2 RF in 2005, which
yields an RFI (see Section 2.4) of about 2. Including AIC effects
increases the RFI to approximately 3. The RFI metric has often been
misinterpreted outside of the scientiﬁc community as amultiplier to
use with CO2 emissions to give a total equivalent-CO2 emission for
future aviation scenarios. When used correctly, the RFI gives
a numerical indicator of the additional climate effect associatedwith
non-CO2 RFs evaluated for a speciﬁc date. The magnitude of the RFI
for future scenarios is largely dependent upon the growth rate of
aviation emissions: if ﬂeet emissions remained unchanged at 2005
values indeﬁnitely, the RFI would approach a value of approximately
1.5 (excluding AIC) (Wit et al., 2005; Forster et al., 2006, 2007b). This
is because the CO2 RF increases over time from the steady accumu-
lation of aviation CO2 emissions in the atmosphere whilst the
non-CO2 RFs would remain constant under such a hypothetical
scenario, in the absence of technological improvements.
Aviation currently contributes a small but signiﬁcant radiative
forcing of climate change, estimated to be between 3.5% (1.3–10%,
90% likelihood range) and 4.9% (2.0–14%, 90% likelihood range) of
total anthropogenic RF, depending on whether the AIC RF is
excluded or included, respectively. The aviation contributionFig. 9. Change in average aircraft size in the global ﬂeet in terms of average number of
seats per departure (source, Airbus, 2007).(excluding AIC) is projected to grow by a factor of approximately
3–4 by 2050, becoming an increasing proportion of total anthro-
pogenic RF (4–4.7%) (Table 4). As has been shown, the overall
transport efﬁciency of aviation is improving but these factors are
already built into the emission scenarios analysed here. Thus, the
future total aviation RF likely will depend most strongly on the
growth rate of aviation and less on the rate of technological and
ﬂeet improvement as currently envisaged on the basis of evolu-
tionary technology development.
Between 2005 and 2007, trafﬁc increased by a further 12.9% in
termsofRPK, so that the total growthofRPKbetween2000and2007
was 38% (IEA fuel data were not available post 2006 at the time of
writing). In the period 2007–2008, fuel prices increased dramati-
cally and this may impact upon the future growth rate of aviation.
Mitigationmeasures by technological means could potentially slow
the rate at which aviation RF increases. Other measures include
market-basedand regulatorymeasures.Market-basedmeasures are
usually preferred bymany sectors, including aviation. In this class of
measures, the primary contender is emissions trading, which in the
case of aviation is largely seeking to reduce CO2 emissions under
a ‘cap and trade’ scheme. There are prospects for a regional scheme
being implemented in the next 5 years or so within the EU that
includes all internal EU trafﬁc plus all arriving and departing aircraft
(see Section 5.3). The overall geographical scope of the envisaged
schememay be legally challenged by non-EU States. However, more
recent developments (e.g., in Australia (Anon, 2008; Garnaut, 2008))
potentially open up the possibility for regional linkage of schemes if
issues of compatibility can be overcome.
7. Conclusions
The IPCC has addressed aviation through its WGI and WGIII in
the Fourth Assessment Reports published in 2007 (IPCC, 2007).
WGI evaluated RF for aviation cloudiness in 2005 on the basis of
available 2000 estimates and WGIII evaluated the proportion that
aviation RF represented of total anthropogenic forcing in 2005.
In the present study, data were presented to show signiﬁcant
trafﬁc growth and increases in global aviation fuel usage and RPK
between 2000 and 2005. Trafﬁc data were available up until 2007,
which showed an increase of RPK of 38% between 2000 and 2007
(average growth rate of 5.3% yr1). The increases occurred despite
a number of world-changing events such as the Gulf War and SARS
that threatened global aviation use. The recalculated aviation RFs
for 2005 revealed a total of 55 mW m2 (excluding AIC), a 14%
increase over the 2000 value assumed by IPCC (2007). In addition,
PDFs were derived to represent the uncertainty in each aviation
component in a manner consistent with previous analyses. The
PDFs were combined using a Monte Carlo analysis to derive a PDF
for the total aviation RF and the fraction it represents of total
anthropogenic RF. From these, the 2005 aviation total RF of
55 mW m2 has a 90% likelihood range of 23–87 mW m2,
excluding AIC. Including AIC yields a median value of 78 mW m2
with a 90% likelihood range of 38–139 mWm2. These new results
indicate that aviation represents a 3.5% share of total anthropogenic
forcing in 2005 (90% likelihood range of 1.3–10%), excluding AIC, or
a 4.9% share (90% likelihood range of 2–14%) including AIC. Thus, an
aviation contribution larger than 14% is very unlikely (less than 5%
probable) based on present knowledge.
Several 2050 scenarios were constructed for future potential avia-
tion fueluseandemissions. ForecastsofRPKwereused fromICAO/FESG
to calculate emissions in 2020 and further projections of RPK to 2050
were linked to GDP scenarios from the IPCC. Aviation emissions were
then derived from the RPK estimates with assumptions deﬁning the
aviation ﬂeet trafﬁc efﬁciencies. From emissions, RF values were
calculated using scaling methodologies. For a forecast of trafﬁc growth
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is a factor of 1.7 greater than that calculated for 2000. Two further
aviation growth scenarios out to 2050were derivedmirroring the IPCC
A1 and B2 scenarios with two NOx technology variants (t1 and t2). The
aviation RF for the 2050 A1t1 scenario of 194 mWm2 represents an
increase of a factor of 4.0 over 2000, and the value for the 2050 B2t1
scenario of 154mWm2 is an increase of a factor of 3.2 over 2000. Both
scenarios assume improvements of technology that were anticipated
previously by IPCC (1999). AIC RFs for all the 2020 forecast and 2050
scenarioswere scaled by fuel usage from the 2005 AIC RF value but are
not included in theRF totals presentedhere. Themethods bywhich the
2050 RFs have been calculated are simpliﬁed, particularly for O3, CH4
and contrail impacts. As such, the results presented here are indicative
and should be followed up with a larger-scale international multi-
model effort. In the case of AIC, we highlight that no process-based
model has yet been presented in the literature and there is an urgent
need for such modelling.
A range of options and possibilities for reducing emissions from
aviation, focussing mainly on CO2, was considered by IPCC AR4
WGIII (‘maximum feasible reductions’). For substantial emissions
reductions, new and radical technologies will need to be introduced
such as blended wing body aircraft and unducted-propfan engines.
There are few prospects at the moment for alternative fuels such as
liquid hydrogen to make substantial emissions savings and the
utility of using biofuels in the aviation sector remains uncertain,
principally because of the stringent requirements over fuel
composition for reasons of safety. A limited range of scenarios was
examined to estimate what degree of CO2 saving could be made by
2030. The potential savings are limited because of the long-lifetime
of new aircraft; for example, the ﬂeet in 2030 will substantially
comprise the best of today’s technology, which has been delivering
diminishing returns in terms of fuel efﬁciency. All 2030 scenarios
resulted in increased emissions in line with the underlying growth
of passenger demand ranging from 2.0 to 3.3 times 2002 CO2
emissions. Policies and measures have been difﬁcult to formulate
for the aviation sector in relation to CO2; fuel taxation is unpopular
with many countries and emissions trading has had only limited
proposed implementation. Currently, the only proposal for a legal
policy framework that directly addresses targeted reduction of
aviation CO2 emissions is that of the EU which intends to incor-
porate aviation into its wider emissions trading scheme in a phased
manner in 2012. Determination of how or if to account for non-CO2
effects of aviation in climate policy remains of importance, not only
for realising the full potential for climate change mitigation, but
also for the acceptance of any policy by the stakeholder community.Acknowledgements
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